MERGER & ACQUISITION IT CONSULTING
Set yourself up for
success with help
from Equilibrium.
Taking the time to set up
appropriate IT due diligence will
result in a plan that mitigates
risks, overcomes key issues,
and helps to capitalize on
significant opportunities.
By planning ahead for IT
assessments allows for
effective execution during both
the integration or separation
phases.
Most IT staff is busy focusing
elsewhere and doesn’t have
the time or expertise to
make merger, acquisition or
divestiture projects successful.
That’s where we come in.
Whether you’re on the buy or
sell side, our consultants will
work with your team to fill the
gaps. Our proven methodology
and PMO ensures that even the
most complicated transactions
are closed on-time, synergies
are captured and redundancies
are removed. All while avoiding
costly mistakes and minimizing
TSA costs.

5559 North Elston Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, 60630
773-205-0200 or 877-SUP-24X7
www.EQinc.com

ABOUT US:
Equilibrium specializes in providing businesses and
organizations with professional IT services. Our team of
consultants, architects, technical project managers, and
systems engineers provide end-to-end integrated solutions.
Equilibrium is proud to be a Gold Level sponsor of both the
Midwest Business Brokers & Intermediaries (MBBI) and
Alliance of Merger & Acquisition Advisors (AMAA).
A major differentiator about us is that Equilibrium’s consulting
approach is truly vendor neutral. Our objectivity is a critical
component to our ethical operations and the level of trust
we earn from our clients. We function as an advocate for our
clients helping them implement technology solutions that
satisfy their complex business requirements.

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE?
To get help with mergers and acquisitions contact:
Glen Hampton - President
George Quinlan - Senior Consultant
Office: 773-205-0200 x211
Office Fax: 773-205-0201
Direct: 773-639-3680
GHampton@EQinc.com

Office: 773-205-0200 x167
Office Fax: 773-205-0201
Direct: 773-639-3207
MHarvey@EQinc.com

OUR INTEGRATION METHODOLOGY
When buying or selling it’s hard to determine whether the business
is worth it. Our due diligence phase coupled with the Operational
Maturity level will make you confident in your decision.

• Strategy, Process & Controls
• Organization, Vendors &
Contracts
• Budgeting & Projects
• Applications
• Infrastructure

• IT Integration/Separation
Planning & Governance

• IT Integration/Separation
Program Management

• IT Day 1 and Future-State
Blue Printing

• IT Blueprint Design Execution

• IT Synergy Analysis Planning
• IT TSA Strategy & Planning

• IT Synergy Capture Tracking
& Management
• IT TSA Execution & Exit
Management

DUE DILIGENCE:
The top question to answer during the due diligence phase
- Is the business worth selling/buying?
Information Technology (IT) due diligence identifies risks of
instability and opportunities to reduce costs while improving
IT effectiveness. This is revealed by assessing several areas of
the business.

INTEGRATION/SEPARATION PLANNING:
As IT integrations and separations are complex and resourceintensive alignment with the overall business plan needs to
be in place to in order to keep things running efficiently. The
appropriate integration/separation model is critical and needs
to align with the M&A strategy. Determination of the future
state needs to address how IT will operate on Day 1 to keep the
business running.

INTEGRATION/SEPARATION EXECUTION:
To reach the future state effectively and efficiently an IT
Program Management Office (PMO) will provide the necessary
management of the overall integration and carveout activities,
provides the day-to-day direction, drives the IT blueprint, work
plan development and execution, common tools, templates,
and playbooks for IT working teams to deliver and capture the
identified synergies.

MINIMIZE RISK,
MAXIMIZE SYNERGIES

